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Background
TIGHAR is testing the theory that Fred Noonan and Amelia Earhart crashed and died on
uninhabited Nikumaroro (“Niku”), ex-Gardiner Island, in what is now the Republic of Kiribati.
One argument for this theory involves a sextant box found on Niku in 1940, near skeletal
remains and other apparent castaway debris, at the southeast end of the island. This sextant
box has now disappeared, but it was described briefly on 23 September 1940 in a telegram by
British colonial official Gerald Gallagher as “Sextant box has two numbers on it 3500 (stencilled)
and 1542…” There was no sextant present. No measurements of the box were reported.
Gallagher told his superiors that he thought there was some chance that the nearby skeleton
was Amelia Earhart.
These two sextant box numbers are the only items approaching a serial number that have been
found on Niku. If those two numbers could be tied to Noonan, Earhart or their Lockheed
Electra, that would be very convincing evidence that the aviators crashed there.
TIGHAR (The International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery, which has pursued the Earhart
mystery for 30 years) believes that there may be such a tie. TIGHAR believes it likely that the
number 3500 is a manufacturing number from the Brandis corporation of New York, which
made sextants and sextant boxes for the US Navy and other mariners up through 1922. The
number 3500 appears to fit into the Brandis manufacture numbering sequence. (Other sextant
manufacturers active in supplying the USN over the years included Buff and Buff, Keuffel and
Esser Co (K&E), Warren Knight Co., Pioneer Instrument Co., etc.)
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Noonan wrote in a letter in 1935 that on a Pan Am Pacific flight he carried a “Pioneer octant [as
his principal tool] with a mariner’s sextant as a “preventer” [or backup]. It appears that this
preventer may have been a Brandis nautical sextant, perhaps modified with a bubble
attachment to facilitate its use for aviation. (See https://tighar.org/wiki/File:M130_Clipper_Nav_Station.jpg).
It is also known that Noonan owned for time a nautical sextant that is now in the possession of
the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Florida. This sextant has the number 3547
written on the outside (as well as the number 173).
It is TIGHAR’s theory that the number 3547 is also a Brandis number, that the Pensacola box
once held a Brandis sextant belonging to Noonan, and that Noonan had a collection of such
Brandis sextants for use in teaching his students or for his personal use. The fact that the two
numbers are close (3500 and 3547), appears to support the argument that Noonan had a group
of Brandis sextants, perhaps acquired at the same time, for his collection or teaching.
Therefore there is a theorized numerical link between Noonan’s sextant and box in Pensacola
and the sextant box found on Niku in 1940, which supports the argument that Noonan (and
Earhart) crashed on Niku.
The primary object of this report is to test that theory by a re-examination of the Pensacola
box, and an evaluation of the arguments for and against that theory. (The secondary object of
this report is to provide information on research done at the US National Archives to try to
locate sextant numbering information from the historic files of the US Naval Observatory.)
Before doing so, one other numbering scheme needs to be discussed briefly. During the period
from before World War I until after World War II, the US Naval Observatory (USNO) was tasked
with calibrating and inspecting nautical sextants, to ensure that mariners’ instruments were
accurate enough to use at sea. The USNO would usually indicate that they had inspected a
sextant with a small certificate inside the sextant box (see
https://tighar.org/wiki/File:K_and_E_NO_616--6.JPG for an example), and this certificate
included the manufacturer’s name and the sextant’s manufacturing number, and the USNO
inspection number. (Apparently these certificates could wear off or otherwise disappear on
occasion.) Some sextant boxes were marked with a USNO inspection number on the outside
with a small plaque (see for example https://tighar.org/wiki/File:K_and_E_NO_616--3.JPG).
And often the sextant itself would have its USNO inspection number engraved on it’s arc, with
the words “US Navy” and the symbol of “N” surrounded by a tilted square or an “O” (for “NO”);
see for example https://tighar.org/wiki/File:2975engrave.jpg.
It is TIGHAR’s theory that the second number found on the box on Niku (1542) was likely a
USNO inspection/calibration number.
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There is a third possible type of number that might perhaps be found on sextants and sextant
boxes. This is a USNO, USN or USN Bureau of Aeronautics “inventory number,” which was not
encountered by me in the 1909-1925 research, but which appears on a 1928 letter from the US
Bureau of Aeronautics to the USNO. This letter refers to the disposal of numerous BrandisWillson Sextants, and in handwriting beside the typed list are various “Inv #”s, including
numbers 1423, 370, 1425, 867, 1231, etc. (To see the letter, which is hard to read, go to:
https://tighar.org/smf/index.php?topic=15.0, under post 2895 from Martin Moleski.)
Note that photos of various sextant boxes are provided in the annexes. For a reader unfamiliar
with sextants and their boxes, it may be helpful to review the photos now, before proceeding.
Arguments For and Against the Relationship Theory
Arguments For. The arguments for the theory that the Pensacola Noonan sextant box
previously held a Brandis sextant, and that there is a relation between the Pensacola Noonan
box and the Niku box, are as follows:
1. The number 3547 written on the bottom of the Pensacola box falls into a general sequence
of Brandis manufacturing numbers, as determined by previous TIGHAR research. See the chart
below, which shows the Brandis number sequence, and how 3547 (the theoretical Brandis
number on the Pensacola box) and 173 (the theoretical USNO number on the Pensacola box)
slots into the sequence. The Pensacola box is the first (#1) box, shown on the extreme left of
the series.
Chart 1: Sequence of Brandis and USNO Numbers

Chart developed by TIGHAR from 69 reviewed sextants with Brandis and USNO numbers (source: Joe Cerniglia)

In this chart the Niku sextant is listed at number 16 (between 15 and 17), and visual inspection
shows that the sequence of Brandis (brown) numbers and USNO (blue) numbers is increasing,
and the two Niku numbers fit into this general pattern.
2. The fact that the Niku sextant box had the number 3500 on it (which is similar to the number
3547) as reported in 1940 by British officials who found the box.
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3. The speculative notion that Noonan acquired a group or “run” (a series) of Brandis sextants
with which to teach his students, or perhaps for a collection of his, and these sextants had
similar manufacturing numbers.
4. The theory that the Pensacola box once held a Brandis sextant, not the current Ludolph
sextant, as evidenced by this statement on the TIGHAR website:
The box in which it [the sextant] was kept appears to be mahogany. A small notch has
been crudely cut into the inside rear of the cover. The notch is not required to
accommodate the Ludolph sextant.
(See the following url for the above quote:
https://tighar.org/Projects/Earhart/Archives/Research/Bulletins/12_Sextantbox/12_Sextantbox
.html)
5. The fact that a black and white picture exists (see annexes) of a navigation station on a Pan
Am plane on which Noonan was a navigator, and this picture apparently shows a Brandis
marine sextant box, next to an octant aeronautical sextant box. Fred Noonan wrote in 1935
that on Pan Am trans-Pacific flights, “Two sextants were carried, a Pioneer bubble sextant and a
mariner’s sextant…as a ‘preventer.’” It is assumed that the word “preventer” means a “backup.” It is even speculated that the apparent Brandis box in the Pan Am photo could be the box
that ended up on Niku. (Unfortunately, there is no stenciled number “3500” on the front, and
the sides and bottom of the box are not visible.) (See this TIGHAR page for more details:
https://tighar.org/Projects/Earhart/Archives/Research/Bulletins/52_NumbersGame/52_Numbe
rsGame.html)
Arguments Against. The arguments against this theory are as follows:
1. The box in Pensacola (which very clearly belonged to Noonan at one time) currently holds a
Ludolph sextant (from Bremerhaven, Germany), not a Brandis (from New York) sextant.
2. Sextants are very delicate and must be held firmly but gently in their boxes to prevent
damage on a vessel traversing rough seas. Thus sextant boxes have various pads, projections
and blocks to hold the sextant in place, and these fit the particular sextant to the millimeter.
Sextants vary in size, shape and design, and a box designed for sextant A will very likely not fit
sextant B, unless they are the same make and model, or are altered to fit. There is no evidence
that the Pensacola box has been altered (with new pads, blocks or projections) to hold the
present Ludolph sextant, instead of a previous Brandis sextant. There are no “shadows” on the
wood showing a change of pads or blocks. There is no new, different colored wood in any of
the blocks. (For example, see:
https://tighar.org/aw/mediawiki/images/a/a9/Three_sextants.jpg, and
https://tighar.org/wiki/File:Three_sextants_02.jpg which shows (in the left-hand sextant) that
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when a Brandis sextant is fitted into a larger box, a lighter colored wood is apparently
introduced into the box, to help hold the Brandis and its parts in the “incorrect” box.)
A comparison of a typical Brandis box, handle, and handle blocks with the Pensacola Ludolph
box shows that the Brandis handle is shorter and wider than the Ludolph handle. Therefore if a
Brandis sextant previously occupied the Pensacola box, it would very likely have had to have
had different blocking and padding around the handle, and this would have left “shadows” and
perhaps different, new screw holes. It is the handle of the sextant that is the key element in
holding the sextant firmly in the box, in most sextant box designs.
It is true that there is a notch in the Pensacola box beside the hinge, that this notch is a bit odd,
and is not beautifully made. And this notch seems to be designed to fit the large circular eyepiece in the Ludolph sextant, thus allowing the box to close easily. Does this prove that this box
was designed for another sextant, rather than the current Ludolph? An alternate explanation is
that perhaps the Ludolph sextant was modified to have a larger circular eyepiece. Or perhaps
over time the hinges weakened and the lid top moved slightly? Or perhaps (as raised by Mike
Haddock in 2002 in an email on a TIGHAR forum, Ludolph outsourced its box manufacturing
(see: https://tighar.org/Projects/Earhart/Archives/Forum/Forum_Archives/200204.txt), and
the subcontractor did not do a great job, and the box had to be modified at the factory. I will
let the reader decide whether this notch (which can be seen in the photos in the annexes) is
enough to prove that the Pensacola sextant box once held a Brandis or other sextant.
Note that the current Ludolph sextant fits nicely in the Pensacola box, and fills up the box.
Brandis sextants were generally smaller, had smaller boxes, and would likely have needed less
space, not extra space, requiring a notch.
3. The crucial number 3547 (and also the number 173) is written in large letters in a cursive
style on the underside of the Pensacola sextant box, in black paint or magic marker or similar.
An examination of a spreadsheet list developed by TIGHAR of 69 Brandis sextants showed none
that reportedly had similar large cursive writing on the outside of the boxes (although not all
objects were analyzable, due to lack of detailed photos on ebay or other sources). Photos of
the numbering styles of about half a dozen Brandis sextant boxes by the author revealed that
none had cursive large numbering on the outside, and that some of these had printed numbers
on the interior of the box, on a USNO certificate, and that most of these certificates gave the
manufacturer’s number and all gave the USNO number. The fact is that the handwritten, large
number 3547 just does not look like any other Brandis number recorded, and the number 173
does not look like any other USNO number recorded.
4. A TIGHAR statement during previous research was that “of approximately 500 sextant boxes
examined in collections in the US and in Britain, this is the only one which features numbers
written on the exterior of the box.”
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(See:
https://tighar.org/Projects/Earhart/Archives/Research/Bulletins/12_Sextantbox/12_Sextantbox
.html ) Also note this similar statement, from
https://tighar.org/Projects/Earhart/Archives/Forum/Forum_Archives/200204.txt:
When we first learned about the box found on Niku we had
researchers in the U.S. and in Europe look for sextant boxes with
numbers - any numbers - stencilled or written on the outside of
the box. Of an estimated 500 boxes checked, we found only one
that had numbers written on the outside. That was the Ludolph in
the U.S. Navy collection that had once belonged to Fred Noonan.

This very impressive level of research supports the idea that the numbers on the exterior of the
Pensacola box are outliers, and may have nothing to do with the usual manufacturer’s number
and USNO number of the sextant inside.
(The same TIGHAR site location notes that the handwriting of the numbers on the Pensacola
box is somewhat similar to the handwriting of Noonan, but not enough to draw any
conclusions.)
5. The 1940 report on the Niku sextant box stated that one of the numbers, the number 3500,
was “stenciled.” None of the four numbers found on the Pensacola box is stenciled. Two are
written in cursive style, one is printed in large letters, and one is a very small number incised in
the wood of the box, apparently with a stylus or similar. (This number, “168,” had never before
been noticed, until it was spotted by Museum Curator Linn during the 2018 examination.) (For
an example of a senciled number, which is quite large and distinctive, see the annexes.)
Re stenciling, note that in searching the Internet I have found photos of three boxes, apparently
all Brandis boxes, which do have stenciling on them. See the annexes.
6. If one ignores the 3547 number, then none of the other three numbers on the Pensacola box
(168, 173, or 116) has any apparent relation to the Brandis manufacturing sequence
numbering.
7. The measurements of the Pensacola box are 11.5” wide, 13” long, and 5.5” high (as
measured by Lew and Susan Toulmin on site). (Note that the accession documents (shown in
the annexes below) give similar but not identical figures of 11.75, 13.25, and 5.5 inches.) Thus
the Pensacola box is large and rectangular.
The dimensions of the Niku box are, unfortunately, unknown.
The TIGHAR discussion of Brandis sextant boxes states that “the Brandis sextant boxes pictured
here are approximately 10” x 10” x 5” “
(see https://tighar.org/wiki/Sextant_box_found_on_Nikumaroro).
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A Brandis sextant box was found on line (in March 2018 by the author of this report) at
http://www.fleaglass.com/ads/wwi-us-navy-quartant-sextant-brandis-brooklyn-ny/ , described
as a “World War I Brandis sextant, with the box having the dimensions 10.8 x 10.9 x 4.9 inches”
and the USNO number of 4516 and the Brandis number 3920.
Therefore it appears that the Pensacola box is rectangular and larger than the usual Brandis
box, which is square and smaller.
8. Since the typical Brandis sextant is smaller than the Pensacola box, for the Pensacola box to
have held a Brandis sextant at one time, the sequence would apparently have to have been as
follows:
A. The Pensacola box was manufactured originally as a Ludolph or similar large and
taller sextant, and it held that large sextant.
B. The Pensacola box was then modified to hold a smaller, Brandis sextant. This would
have likely required some modifications of the box, to firmly hold the Brandis. These
needed modifications are not in evidence. During this period, the number 3547 was
written on the outside, referring to the Brandis 3547 sextant inside. The same writer
also wrote the number 173 (which is clearly in the same hand), possibly referring to the
USNO number on the sextant – but the number 173 is rather low and is enough of an
outlier that this seems unlikely. (And there is no USNO certificate inside the box with the
number 173.) During this period Noonan apparently owned the sextant and box, as part
of his theoretical collection of Brandis sextants.
C. The Pensacola box was then re-modified to firmly hold the current Ludolph sextant.
Noonan must have done this, because the donor (W.A. Cluthe) to the museum in
Pensacola states that he gave the Ludolph sextant and box intact, as he received them
from Noonan, and a comparison of accession documents and 2018 examination show
that the sextant has not changed since the Museum received it in 1968.
This unusual and convoluted sequence seems to violate the principles of KISS or Occam’s Razor.
9. The argument is made (see https://tighar.org/wiki/Sextant_box_found_on_Nikumaroro,
under the section “The Pensacola Sextant Box”) that “the [Pensacola] box is listed in the table
below as a Brandis (theoretical) because the box contains modifications that may have been
made to accommodate a Brandis bubble sextant.” This statement relates to the fact that in the
1920-30s some nautical sextants were modified to allow for their use in airplanes or airships,
and this modification was the addition of a bubble/level device which provided an artificial
horizon. See for example the Coutinho pattern sextant with bubble modification at:
https://sextantbook.com/2016/05/06/a-coutinho-pattern-bubble-sextant/
But this sextant has a small bubble device added below the filters, which apparently does not
impact on the box (which is shown) or require changes in the box’s blocking and padding.
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Also see the National Museum of American History collection of Brandis normal and bubble
sextants, at: http://amhistory.si.edu/navigation/maker.cfm?makerid=35. This collection
includes the Brandis nautical sextant #5296 and USNO # 2977 (inspected March 16, 1919),
which was used in the historic 1919 first crossing of the Atlantic by NC-4. This sextant (shown
at http://amhistory.si.edu/navigation/object.cfm?recordnumber=451576) has a long bubble
level mounted below the filters to serve as an artificial horizon. It is likely that this level is so
long that it would need to be removed before fitting into any Brandis or even other box. (The
box is not shown.) Thus this box would likely not need modifications to its padding and blocks.
(Other nautical sextants held by the National Museum of American History have Brandis # 5620
and USNO # 2939 (inspected in 1919); and Brandis # 5760 and USNO # 4705.)
This short review of nautical sextants modified with bubble devices seems to show that no
modifications were usually needed, since the device did not impact the box, or the device
would be so large that it would have to be removed from the sextant, and held elsewhere in
the box.
In any case, no modifications, different colored woods, “shadows” or other indications were
observed on the Pensacola box to support the argument that “the box contains modifications
that may have been made to accommodate a Brandis bubble sextant.” (See the earlier
discussion for points on the “notch” in the Pensacola box.)
10. The numbers 3500 and 3547 are not immediately sequential (compared to, say, 3500 and
3501), and thus the idea that Noonan acquired a “run” of Brandis sextants is weakened.
It appears likely that if Noonan approached the USNO to acquire a group of sextants to set up a
navigation school, that given the way in which the USNO dispersed and received sextants to
and from hundreds of ships and establishments, that it would be very unlikely that Noonan
could aquire a sequential “run” of sextants, even if he insisted on that. No cards were found in
which sales of groups of sextants were made to private persons. It is clear that after WW I, the
USNO stopped purchasing new batches of sextants, since demand fell off considerably, and
there are cards that indicate that the USNO has “enough” sextants and is refusing the requests
of manufacturers to supply more.
11. If Noonan’s purpose was to collect a number of sextants for his students, or just for the fun
of collecting, it would seem that having a variety of sextant manufacturers, makes and models
(and thus a variety of manufacturing numbers) could be just as attractive as having a uniform
run of identical sextants.
12. As opined by “Buddy” Macon, Deputy Director of the Museum (see the interview in the
annexes), the 3547/173 numbers written in large black letters on the Pensacola sextant box
look more like “de-accession” or sale numbers or other numbers written almost carelessly in
haste, rather than official numbers carefully put on to indicate the USNO and manufacturer’s
9

numbers. (Of course it is possible that a careless midshipman or yeoman wrote these numbers
on the box, and they do refer to a sextant inside, but it seems quite unlikely.)
As noted earlier, no other similar large, cursive, handwritten numbers have been found on any
other boxes.
13. Even if 3500 on the Niku box does refer to a Brandis number, that would not necessarily
mean that the Brandis sextant inside was number 3500 at the time of its arrival on Niku. A
review of a spreadsheet of 69 Brandis sextants previously examined by TIGHAR with Brandis
and USNO numbers, found that of those 69, about 19 were in the “wrong” box. For example,
on ebay a sextant was found with the markings of USNO 945 and Brandis number 3738, but the
sextant box was numbered (probably via a USNO certificate) as Brandis number 3268.
Apparently over time and due to use by various officers and perhaps damage to some sextants
and some boxes, various Brandis sextants ended up in the “wrong” boxes, but they still fit
because they were generally the same make and model type.
14. As found in a 1928 letter (described earlier) to the USNO from the USN Bureau of
Aeronautics, there appears to be an “inventory number” system that is different from the
USNO and manufacturer’s numbering systems. Hence the Pensacola box may have an
inventory number on it.
15. The chart provided earlier purported to show that there might be a relation between the
USNO numbers and the Brandis numbers. But a better way to show any such relation is via a
scatter chart and a linear regression analysis. This is shown below (with both the Pensacola and
the Niku boxes removed, since they are unknown and theoretical).
Chart 2: Brandis vs. USNO Numbers
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Here we see that the points are scattered rather randomly, the R-squared is quite low, at less
than 0.01, and the trend line is almost flat. Hence there is virtually no relation between the
Brandis number and the USNO number. Now that is not entirely unexpected, because it seems
likely that as Brandis sextants were bought for the USN, only a sample would have been
calibrated and checked and given a USNO number. (To calibrate all of the thousands of
sextants would have been a huge job.) Probably as various Brandis sextants were found to be
inaccurate after they had been in use for some time, they were sent in to the USNO for repair
and re-calibration. So they would receive their USNO number in a random fashion, not related
to when the sextant was manufactured.
(But Chart 1 above did show that the Niku box seemed to fit in fairly well with the Brandis
sequence.)
Conclusions Re the Pensacola and Niku Sextant Boxes
From the arguments above, it would appear that the preponderance of the evidence is against
the theory that the Pensacola box once held a Brandis sextant. Therefore the number 3547
written in large letters on the bottom of the Pensacola box has no relation to Brandis. (It was
likely a number placed there for some other reason.) Hence it is only a coincidence that this
number 3547 is somewhat similar to the 3500 stenciled number reported on the Niku sextant
box. Thus one argument for the Niku hypothesis is weakened or eliminated.
Of course this does not mean that the sextant box found on Niku did not belong to Fred
Noonan. It could have been his. It just means that the reported numbering link between the
Noonan sextant box in Pensacola and the Niku box is weakened or is non-existent.
And this analysis does not attack the idea that the Niku box was perhaps a Brandis sextant and
box. The number 3500 on the Niku box is suggestive of a Brandis sextant and box, as shown by
the “pro” Chart 1 provided earlier. And three Brandis sextant boxes have been found with (rare
and unusual) large stencilled numbers on the front – see the annexes for photos. (Although
note that those stencilled numbers were apparently the USNO numbers, not the Brandis
numbers.)
The Pan Am navigation station photo indicates that Noonan likely did have a Brandis sextant as
his “preventer” on air flights. Unfortunately, no stenciled number is evident on the front of
that box (unlike three rare stenciled Brandis sextant boxes which have been found) – but is
possible that “3500” was stenciled elsewhere on that Pan Am box, or on another Brandis that
he owned or obtained.
It appears that additional work is needed to find out what the Niku sextant box numbers really
mean, and to tie those numbers to Noonan, Earhart, the Norwich City, or to other possible
visitors to Nikumaroro.
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Also note that there are many other items of evidence that point to the likelihood that Noonan
and Earhart landed and died on Niku. This weakening of one minor argument does not by any
means negate the entire Niku hypothesis.
See the annexes for details on the interview and examination, photos of the Pensacola box, and
documents in the Pensacola file.
Research Undertaken at the US National Archives
To further study the sextant question, research was done at the US National Archives (NA) in
downtown Washington, D.C., focusing on historical records of the US Naval Observatory. From
TIGHAR member John Osterhout, it appears that this might have been done before (from
https://tighar.org/smf/index.php?topic=554.50;wap; date uncertain, possibly 2016):
[TIGHAR] Member Erik Davis has been digging through boxes of Naval Observatory
correspondance at the National Archives recently, and has been finding documents that
refer to lots of sextants and octants, including documents that rightfully ought to have
been filed in Air Force records. He has not yet found anything that relates to Harry
Manning or Fred Noonan's instruments, nor anything that relates to the Sextant box
found on Gardner, but the kinds of documents he has found so far suggest that he is
looking in the right area. It's a daunting task, and my hat's off to him for pursuing it.
Also, on the TIGHAR Forum it appears from pictures and notes that John Osterhout (or Erik
Davis did some research at the NA in 2011-12, but apparently did not find anything crucial.
(See: https://tighar.org/smf/index.php?topic=15.0) The focus of this research appears from
the pictures to be actual USNO correspondence (and a few index cards) from 1925 to 1943. See
the photo below of two NA boxes apparently searched by Osterhout or Davis.

Unfortunately, no report of any positive or negative results developed by Erik Davis or John
Osterhout appears to be present in TIGHAR archives, or elsewhere. Inquires to present TIGHAR
staff and members did not yield any information on the outcome of this research, which sounds
quite impressive. Attempts to track Davis down were unsuccessful.
Hence I undertook to search the National Archives myself, in November 2017 and March 2018.
The experienced NA staffer who assisted me in November in reviewing USNO index/summary
cards stated that “no-one has ever asked for those USNO boxes before,” which was interesting.
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The NA has a finding guide for the USNO records. NA staff state that any on-line finding guide is
not accurate, and only the finding guide to Record Group 78 that should be used is physically
present in the NA assistance room on the first floor of the NA in DC. The portion of the
accurate guide relating to the USNO is presented in the Annexes, with annotations.
The guide shows that of the hundreds of USNO boxes present at the NA, only a portion are in a
reasonably interesting period, of 1909 to 1937. Of these, in the time available I focused on the
period 1909 to 1922, assuming that the World War I years, which generated immense naval
activity and procurements, would be the most likely to have resulted in USNO records relating
to the target sextants (the Niku sextant box and the Pensacola sextant box). (Hence I may have
missed a key transaction after 1922.)
I focused on two boxes of the “Index to General Correspondence” that contained 500+ cards
labelled “Sextants.” This turned out to not be an index, but rather a summary of thousands of
letters, calls, and other communications. Each card was hand-written in tiny cursive letters,
often very hard to read, usually two-sided, and usually containing summaries of two to six
series of letters/communications per side. For each communication it was usually possible to
understand what the transaction was. For example, one card stated, regarding one transaction:
30522 Sextant US Navy #322 Found on pier. Request instructions as to disposition.
S.O. 3rd Naval Dist. 4/19/18. 3-S-31428-1-W
State above sextant was shipped 10/27/18 on Invoice 1113 – To
S.O. 3rd Naval Dist.4/24/18
Interpreting this interesting exchange, it appears that the Third Naval District found a sextant
with USNO number 322 on their pier and is asking what to do with it. (Note there is no clear
date for the letter and no manufacturing number for the sextant.)
The USNO then replies to the Third Naval District (which perhaps wrote in on 4/19/1918 in a
letter numbered 3-S-31428-1-W), and the USNO states that that particular sextant was shipped
from the USNO on 10/27/18 per invoice 1113 to the Third Naval District. This USNO letter
apparently went out on 4/24/18. The letters “S.O.” may refer to “shipping office” or “shipping
officer.” The “30522” at the beginning of the exchange is apparently a numbering system used
by the USNO to identify each transaction, so that this card could be used as an index to get back
to the original correspondence, if necessary. See the annexes for other examples, some
annotated and explained.
Many USNO “Sextant” cards related to the purchase of thousands of sextants by the USNO
from various suppliers (including Brandis, but not Ludolph), and rejections, acceptances, bids,
prices, etc. Many cards related to the purchase, repair and distribution of sextant lenses and
mirrors. Many cards provided information on USN ships and bases (and a few USCG and US
Lighthouse Service facilities) requesting that they be supplied with sextants, that existing
sextants were not satisfactory and needed replacement, and related matters. A few cards gave
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the sextant numbers under discussion, of which only a few were clear on whether the number
involved was the manufacturer’s number or the USNO calibration number. A very few cards
provided clear information on the manufacturer’s number and the USNO number for a
particular sextant.
One card showed that in 1917 Brandis requested an advance of $30,000 to speed production of
sextants, since the USNO needs were urgent. Failing such an advance, a letter from the USNO
to Brandis, confirming their relationship, was requested. This letter would be used in raising
funds privately.
A search was done of all “Sextant” cards to see if the target numbers were present. These
numbers were:



Niku sextant box: 3500 (stencilled), 1542
Pensacola sextant box: 3547, 173, 116, 168

Unfortunately, none of these numbers was found on any of the “Sextant” cards.
In another box, a few cards labeled “Brandis” were found and reviewed, but these did not yield
any target numbers; this was general business correspondence.
I also quickly reviewed boxes 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 from the “Navigational and other
instruments: 1909-1925” in USNO “General Correspondence,” under Entry 13 (PC-42), thinking
that some sextant correspondence summary cards might be in those boxes. In fact, it turned
out that these boxes were arranged by subject matter in alphabetical order, so these summary
cards dealt with matters such as “compasses,” since they were early in the alphabet.
In another box, a “Journal of Administrative Events” relating to the USNO Bureau of
Aeronautical Instruments was examined. The hope was that this would prove to be the “Holy
Grail” of the search, in that it would be a logbook of all the inflow and outflow of sextants, with
each sextant carefully logged in/out with its USNO number and manufacturer’s number.
Unfortunately, this did not prove to be the case. The journal with its 222 pages and thousands
of entries was reviewed on a sample basis, with about 70 pages examined. All pages examined
proved to be personnel changes, major purchases, visits, and high level descriptions of
correspondence and phone calls. No sextant numbers were found.
The “Holy Grail” -- a comprehensive USNO sextant in/out logbook -- has yet to be found, if it
exists or ever existed.
Note a further difficulty. Suppose that the “Holy Grail” logbook was found, and it was, say,
established that a Brandis sextant with manufacturer’s number 3500 and USNO number 1542
was sent to the USS Swordfish on 1/1/19. So this is pretty clearly the Niku box. Could one link
this sextant and Fred Noonan? Unfortunately, the USNO only appeared to calibrate sextants
for USN and Coast Guard vessels and establishments (and occasionally for the US Lighthouse
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Service). No mention of merchant vessels or Merchant Marine vessels was found among the
USNO cards. So since Noonan never served on a USN or USCG vessel, there is no way to firmly
link the “USS Swordfish sextant” with Noonan, unless a transmitting invoice, sales slip, or
correspondence was found. There are very few cards in this series that relate to private
individuals, and almost none of these relate to disposition – rather they relate to private
persons offering to give or sell sextants to the USNO to support the WW I war effort.
Areas for possible future NA research are as follows:


Review again the 500+ “sextant” summary cards, to see if any key sextant numbers
were missed. This is possible, since the cards are so hard to read.



Review the pre-1909 information and the post-1925 USNO information. (Note that this
latter may have already been done by TIGHAR members Davis or Osterhout, but exactly
what was searched is not clear).



Examine, perhaps on a sample basis, the actual underlying correspondence (1909-1925),
to see if some or all of the letters contained sextant numbers, and these just did not
make it into the letter summary cards.



Find the subject matter area (in 1909-1925 and later), which may exist, for “Ludolph.”

Additional Research Undertaken
The following additional research was undertaken by the author:








Reviewing existing TIGHAR information re sextants on the TIGHAR website.
Asking previous TIGHAR researchers about their findings and research. Apparently none
had researched the National Archives (although see the earlier discussion re Erik Davis),
and certainly none had published about any negative or positive results from that
source. One reported verbally that he understood the USNO was approached in some
manner but no reply received.
Sending an email to the Managing Director of the Ludolph corporation in Bremerhaven,
Germany, inquiring about their records and attempting to trace the Ludolph and Niku
boxes. (Apparently this had never been done before.) No reply was received.
Asking the Director of the Pensacola Museum to also send an inquiry to Ludolph. This is
still in train.
Calling the USNO to see if they have logs, records, correspondence, etc. re sextant
calibration that might help trace the Niku and Ludolph sextants. The sole library staffer
at USNO stated that she would get in touch with their historian, and he or she would get
back to me. (She was not aware that the USNO had ever calibrated sextants.) This is
still in train.
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Annex 1:
Fred Noonan Sextant and Box
Examination and Interview Notes
at the National Naval Aviation Museum
Pensacola, Florida
26 February 2018; about 1230 to 1415 pm
Participants:
Llewellyn Toulmin, Ph.D., F.R.G.S., TIGHAR and MAST (Missing Aircraft Search Team), Silver
Spring, Maryland
Susan Toulmin, (Library of Congress, retired) Silver Spring, Maryland
Dina G. Linn, Museum Curator
Dr. Robert R. (“Buddy”) Macon, Museum Deputy Director (former member of TIGHAR)
Background:
Lew Toulmin had asked for an interview and to examine the sextant formerly owned by Fred
Noonan, Amelia Earhart’s navigator. This sextant is currently owned by the Museum.
Notes:
Ms. Linn had the sextant ready for examination; Mr. Macon came in briefly at 1240, had a
conflicting meeting, then came back in at about 1330 and stayed for the rest of the meeting.
Ms. Linn kindly provided documents from the file associated with the sextant and box, photos
were also taken by me. See the annexes.
The box was examined and the following items noted:
1. The box dimensions are 11.5” wide, 13” long, and 5.5” high. It is a dark brown wood,
perhaps stained mahogany. The interior is lighter.
2. The box corners have small “finger” or “comb teeth” interlacing. Each finger is horizontal.
Each finger is not truly “dovetailed” (with notches shaped like trapezoids). Each finger is a little
less than ¼ inch high. (The 1940 British report stated that the Niku box had “dovetailed” joints.
3. As reported in previous reviews, the box has two numbers hand-written on it, these are 3547
and 173, written rather large, freehand in cursive style, in a sort of magic marker black ink, on
the bottom of the box. The 3547 number is underlined. On the front of the box is the number
116, also hand-written, in darker ink and harder to see. (See photos below in a separate
annex.)
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4. Ms. Linn found a number on the box never previously noticed, in small incised writing, about
¼ inch high, on the bottom of the box. This number was 168. (See photos below.) None of the
four observed numbers are “stenciled.”
5. There is no US Naval Observatory (USNO) paper certificate or metal plate or stamped
number on or in the box, and no evidence that such a certificate or plate or number was ever
there.
6. There is no other manufacturer’s or other identification information on the exterior or
interior of the box.
7. In the interior of the box, there are various projections made of wood, padded, to hold the
sextant firmly in place. There are no “shadows” on the wood, or different colored woods, or
other indications that the projections have been moved to accommodate a different sextant,
other than the sextant currently in the box. The only possible exception is the small wooden
pad, about one inch long, just below the graduated arc of the sextant, when the sextant is in
the box. This could be a pad for a missing part of the Ludolph sextant, however. The Ludolph
sextant appears to fit perfectly in the box, and to fill the entire box.
8. There is a ring, apparently a sextant telescope clamp ring, which fits into a notch on the hinge
part of the box. This ring appears to be missing an interior part. Also, there are three cylinders
on the interior side of the box, which should hold sextant parts (likely a telescope(s)), and these
are empty and the parts missing.
9. There were very small pieces (smaller than matchhead-sized) bits of apparent plastic or glass
in corners of the box. One had four tiny numbers on it. (See photos). It seems possible that
these pieces are the broken remains of a lens or filter.
10. There is a previously unreported, possible letter “N” incised in the wood in the bottom of
the box. (See photos.)
The sextant was examined and the following items noted:
1. The sextant has the words “W Ludolph G.m.b.H. Bremerhaven” engraved on the graduated
arc. (See photos.)
2. The sextant has the serial number “XIX 1090” engraved or stamped on the arc. (See photos.)
[This may be an indication that the sextant was manufactured in “XIX,” meaning the year 1919.]
3. There are no other engravings or markings on the sextant; and there is no US Naval
Observatory number, certificate, stamp or symbol.
4. The sextant fits snugly in the box, on its projections and pads.
5. There are a few small sextant parts present, but some parts (e.g. telescope and other items
that fit into the three small cylinders) are missing. It appears from an early Museum
acceptance photo of the box and sextant that these pieces were present when the object was
accessioned.
The file on the object was examined at the Museum and later, and the following items noted:
1. The chain of custody of the sextant and box (“the object”), according to the file documents,
was:
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A. Fred Noonan. Date or source of acquisition is unknown.
B. Lt. William A. Cluthe, pilot preparing to join the Pacific Division of Pan American
Airways, borrowed the object from Noonan, who was teaching him navigation. Date is
unclear, but it appears likely that Noonan and Cluthe were both at PAA at the time.
C. Apparently Noonan disappeared and Cluthe kept the object.
D. Cluthe donated the object in June 1968 (via Mr. Jack Green and Bill Hill of the Silver
Eagles Organization) to the National Naval Aviation Museum, where it was received by
Capt. J. H. McCurtain. It has been in Museum custody since, although it was loaned for
several days to TIGHAR many years ago.
E. Accession information and examination in 2018 shows that sextant and box have not
changed since 1968.
2. The chain of custody as described above seems very credible, although the lack of dates is
regrettable. There is little or no doubt that the sextant and box belonged to Fred Noonan.
A discussion about the box and sextant made the following points:
1. Mr. Macon speculated that the sextant and box were lent by Noonan to Cluthe for several
months in the late 1930s, perhaps just before the disappearance, but there is no hard evidence
on this.
2. The question of whether this box ever held a different sextant, perhaps a Brandis sextant,
was discussed. Mr. Macon stated that there is no evidence of this, including no evidence of
“shadows” or other indications of different projections or blocks to hold a different sized
sextant. Hence he had no reason to doubt that the box and sextant were both German –
Ludolph.
3. A discussion of “dovetailing” ensued, with Mr. Macon noting that the meaning of that word is
unclear, and that what one person calls horizontal “fingers” might well be “dovetailing” to
another. (This is important, because correspondence in 1940 about the Niku sextant box
indicated that it was “dovetailed.”)
4. Neither Ms. Linn nor Mr. Macon were familiar with US Naval Observatory practices re
purchase, acceptance or re-calibration of sextants.
5. The Museum does not have any other original Noonan/Earhart objects or files. The only
AE/FN items are publications of TIGHAR.
6. The Museum has not been in touch with or done research on the Ludolph company in
Germany which manufactured the sextant (and apparently the box). At Lew Toulmin’s
suggestion, Ms. Linn agreed to write to Ludolph on Museum stationery, asking if they had
records on this sextant and box, using contact information and an emailed letter supplied by
Lew Toulmin. (He had emailed the Managing Director of Ludolph in Bremerhaven about two
weeks previously, but had received no reply.)
7. Mr. Macon suggested that a true “sextant expert” be contacted, to see if perhaps this
Ludolph sextant was regarded as a top-of-the-line instrument, and that was why Noonan had it.
8. Mr. Macon suggested that the life and service of Noonan might be researched by contacting
the flagging authorities of the various vessels he served on.
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9. The Museum does not have other sextants or sextant boxes that might be examined for
handwritten or other numbers.
10. Mr. Macon noted that he is familiar with cases of missing aircraft which have “flown”
underwater for distances of up to about ½ mile, after hitting the water. He suggested that since
the Niku/Earhart case involves a supposedly intact plane floating off a reef, then descending
perhaps 12000 feet, it may be quite a distance from the departure point.
11. Mr. Macon stated that the large handwritten numbers on the box do not appear to him to
be official USN, Ludolph or other accession or official numbers. Instead, they reminded him of
numbers that would be quickly scrawled on objects about to be discarded by the USN, as
“auction lot numbers” or other numbers for temporary identification and sale.
#end interview#
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Annex 2:
Fred Noonan Sextant and Box: Photos
at the National Naval Aviation Museum, Pensacola, Florida
26 February 2018

The sextant box and its handwritten numbers on the bottom,
being examined by Museum Curator Dina Linn;
Ludolph sextant is on the right
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Sextant box top, hinge side with one-foot ruler, nickel and penny

Sextant box top, non-hinge-side with one-foot ruler, nickel and penny
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Front of sextant box; note number “116” on left bottom

Close-up of number “116” – apparently made by paint or magic marker or similar

Small upside down “V” apparently incised on edge of box
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Closeup of large cursive numbers written on bottom of sextant box: “3547/173”

“Fingers” that hold the sides of the Pensacola box together (not true “dovetails”)
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Pensacola Ludolph sextant in box; note no “shadows” in evidence

Sextant side of Ludolph box; note no “shadows” or different colored wood in evidence. The “notch” is
barely visible on the upper right of the photo, in the right hand side of the box, about two inches below
the hinge.
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Top side of sextant box; note no “shadows” in evidence. However, the “notch” is visible in the left hand
box, on the right hand side, about two inches above the lower hinge.

Different angle of the top of the interior; no “shadows” or USNO certificate in evidence. Note the
controversial “notch” in the left side of the box, between the hinges.
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Serial number on the graduated arc of the Ludolph sextant: “XIX 1090”

Manufacturer name on sextant’s graduated arc:
“W Ludolph G.m.b.H. Bremerhaven”
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Small number “2” on filter arm of sextant

Small “N” apparently incised in the wood of the box interior

Apparent small number “168” incised on exterior of sextant box; previously un-recorded
27

Small fragments of glass or plastic from the box interior;
Note partial red number on center fragment
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Annex 3:
Fred Noonan Sextant and Box: File Contents
at the National Naval Aviation Museum, Pensacola, Florida
26 February 2018
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34

35

36

Jack Green and Bill Hill (right) present the Noonan sextant in 1968 to Capt. James H. McCurtain,
director of the Museum
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38
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Blowup of the accession photo of the sextant box. Note small pieces on the left,
apparently a telescope(s) and other parts that fill three holes;
now missing. Note also the interior of the telescope clamp (the round part just in front of the
box’s hinge), now also missing.
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Annex 4:
Photos of Other Sextant Boxes
and Related Items
Below are photos of sextant boxes which throw some light on the theory under discussion.

Stencilled Brandis sextant box, with 882 likely being the USNO number;
This box once held Brandis 3268 but now holds Brandis 3738.
See: http://gardnerghost.blogspot.com/2017/02/brandis-sextant-taxonomy-part-five-five.html

Stencilled Brandis sextant box, with 883 likely being the USNO number;
This box once held Brandis 3657 but now holds Brandis 3692
See: http://gardnerghost.blogspot.com/2017/02/brandis-sextant-taxonomy-part-five-five.html
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Brandis box with possible USNO number 889 stencilled on the front. See:
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Vintage-Antique-US-Navy-SEXTANT-Brandis-Sons-w-Wooden-Box-936missing-pieces-/391909847255

The navigation station of the Pan Am M-130.
What may be Noonan’s “preventer” Brandis sextant box is
in the upper left on top of the shelf. See:
https://tighar.org/wiki/Air_Navigation:_State_of_the_Art_in_1937
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Earlier photo with Brandis box in insert (from:
https://tighar.org/Projects/Earhart/Archives/Research/Bulletins/52_NumbersGame/52_NumbersGame.
html)

USNO inspection certificate for Brandis sextant
number 4483, inspected in 1918
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A USNO Certificate of Eccentricity from 1944 for a Hughes sextant.
From tighar.org.

USNO certificate for Brandis sextant 5015 and USNO number 2693.
From liveauctioneers.com.
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A Brandis sextant box on ebay; note different, trapezoidal shape of the blocking for sextant handle.
This is quite a different shape from the long, narrow handle of the Ludolph Pensacola sextant. (This is
the same sextant box shown earlier with 889 stencilled on the front.) See:
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Vintage-Antique-US-Navy-SEXTANT-Brandis-Sons-w-Wooden-Box-936missing-pieces-/391909847255
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A Brandis sextant box on ebay with a short, wide (but parallel) space for the handle.
This shape is also quite different from the Pensacola Ludolph sextant box handle shape.

True dovetailing on a Plath sextant box from ebay; note that the true
dovetails are trapezoidal, and are not horizontal “fingers” or “comb teeth.”
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Annex 5:
US National Archives Finding Guide to
Preserved US Naval Observatory Historical Documents

Note that the boxes listed above are too early to be of interest, and hence were not examined.
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Note that the boxes listed above are too early to be of interest, except possibly the “Letters Sent
through 1911.” But even that seems a bit early, and hence these boxes were not examined.
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The listings above do hold boxes of interest. The 289 boxes of “Entry 12 -- General Correspondence –
1909-1925” were in “considerable disarray,” NA only allows about seven boxes at a time to be
examined, and the arrangement and indexing was not clear. Hence these boxes were not pulled and
examined, on the advice of NA staff. (Researchers are not allowed to go into the stacks and examine the
boxes; these must be “pulled” about five times per day for researcher examination.) The focus was on
“Entry 12 (PC 42) Index to General Correspondence, 1909-1925, 38 boxes.” These were found to be
arranged by subject matter, and two areas of interest were two boxes containing 500+ detailed, handwritten cards on “Sextants” and another box containing a few cards on “Brandis.” (See the next Annex.)
All other Entries from this page of the Finding Aid were not searched. Note that this means that
Correspondence after 1925 was not searched; this might be a significant omission.
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Boxes from this page were deemed to early or too late, or clearly not of the right subject, to be of
interest. Note that “Entry 14-C, 1925-1929” above was not searched; this could be a significant
omission.
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Boxes from this page were deemed to early or too late, or clearly not of the right subject,
to be of interest. Hence they were not pulled and searched.
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The box from Entry 22-B above, the “Bureau of Aeronautical Instruments, Journal of Administrative
Events” was pulled and examined. Unfortunately, this day-by-day account of USNO activities did not
appear to drill down to the level of logging in sextants by number; it only occasionally refered to large
sextant procurements or other high level sextant matters. Note that only about 70 pages of 222 pages
in the Journal were examined, on a random basis. A reading of all the pages was not undertaken. This
could be a significant omission. Other boxes from this page were deemed to early, and clearly not of the
right subject, to be of interest, and hence were not pulled and searched. Boxes from the Nautical
Almanac Office were deemed irrelevant and were not pulled.
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Annex 6:
Selected Items and Cards of Interest Found at the
US National Archives
from the US Naval Observatory Correspondence Documents
Notes:
Any number after the letters “B/L” refers to a Bill of Lading number, not a sextant number
Transactions that begin with an odd word, like “Virginia” or “Des Moines” refer to a ship with
that name requesting something, meaning, e.g., “the USS Virginia requests repair of 2 sextants”
H.G. = a High Grade sextant, as opposed to a Surveying sextant
NObs or NObsy = US Naval Observatory
Contr. # = Contract number
Repts = Reports that
Shipt. = Shipment
Surv = surveying sextant, as opposed to a H.G. sextant

Box No. 34 – one of two key boxes containing “Sextant” info and numbers

Box No. 35 – one of two key boxes containing “Sextant” info and numbers
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First item above: shipment of new sextant #2582, in place of one that failed to pass (inspection), from
F.E. Brandis Sons and Co., in 1910
Second item above: F. E. Brandis Sons and Co. has completed a contract for 16 surveying sextants,
1910; note that no sextant or USNO numbers are given.

First item above: USNO is shipping a sextant (no number given) in 1911 as requested to the Lighthouse
Inspector in Baltimore, part of the US Lighthouse Service, US Department of Commerce and Labor
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Second item above: “Marietta” (probably USS Marietta) requests repairs to “H.G.” (high grade) sextant
# 684 and Surveying Sextant # 878 (unclear if these are manufacturing numbers or USNO numbers)

Above: Brandis is shipping various items to the USNO under Contract # 99. No sextant numbers given.

Second and third transactions above: Virginia (probably USS Virginia) is requesting authority to send to
the “N. Obs” (US Naval Observatory) surveying sextant No. 407 for replacement with a H.G. (high grade)
sextant. In the third transaction it becomes clear that the sextant in question is USNO number 407, due
to the N in a circle, before the number.
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First item above: Brandis sextant 9222 has a defect, is being returned, in 1912. 9222 is likely the
manufacturer’s number, not the USNO number.

Second item above: Brandis is shipping sample sextant in 1912
Third item above: Wyoming (likely USS Wyoming) is requesting high grade Brandis sextant No. 354 be
replaced. Unclear if this number is the Brandis or the USNO number. The “No.” could refer to
“number,” meaning manufacturing number, or perhaps it is “NO.,” possibly referring to the USNO
number.
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First item above: “Culgoa” (likely the USS Culgoa, (AF-3) or perhaps the Australian ship HMAS Culgoa)
reports that it is shipping a high grade sextant (# 5220 (manufacturer’s number) and USNO # 667) to the
USNO, under Title ?, in 1915. It appears that sextant with USNO # 341 was sent in replacement and is
“now on board.”
Third item above: USS Marietta is shipping high grade sextant # 6842 and surveying sextant # 878 to the
USNO for repairs.

Transaction above relating to “Vermont” – USS Vermont reports it is shipping sextants in 1917 to the
USNO, these are K&E sextants numbered: 18461 (manufacturing number)/454 (USNO number);
9890/9840; and 4950/4950 (sic – likely an error).
Other transactions above: numerous ships are sending in numbered sextants to USNO as USA is active
in WW I; 100 sextants are borrowed from US Naval Academy and cannot be returned by promised date
of March 1918.
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First group of items above: purchasing of sextants from Buff and Buff Manufacturing in 1917; no sextant
numbers shown.
Second group of items above: in 1917 the Russian Naval Attache requests six sextants for ships Russia
has just bought; apparently USNO will supply these via the US Director of Naval Intelligence.

Second group of items above: Various sub-chasers (“S.C.”) at Norfolk are sending 10 sextants (and one
octant) with USNO numbers listed, to the USNO. Manufacturer’s numbers not given.
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First group above: Five sextants seized from German vessels in 1918 are in Honolulu,
does USNO desire them?; USNO replies.
Second group: USS Des Moines forwards 2 sextants, Nos. 364 and 367 to USNO in 1918 for repairs.

Third item above: USNO requests return of H.G. sextant “Stackpole 373” to USNO from Philadelphia.
Fourth item above: USNO requests return of high grade sextant “Ludolph 7223” to USNO from NY Navy
Yard; this is apparently the only reference found to a Ludolph sextant in these files.
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Second item above: USS William Jones requests repair (resilvering mirrors) to its
Sextant # 1608, with possible USNO number 55-22 or 5522

First item above: Capt. Walter Marshall, a private citizen, requests in 1919 that USNO
certifies and calibrates his sextant. USNO replies that USNO cannot
perform that function for private individuals
Second item above: In 1919, Sextant # 1158 “pawned by a seaman, recovered from ??
Diamont…request disposition”
Thus another sextant went missing – but the sextant went found and the story had a happy ending;
maybe this one will too!
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Annex 7:
Email Responses to Report and Allied Briefing
The following substantive responses were received from three TIGHAR members re this report
and the associated PowerPoint briefing (given at the Earhart/Noonan Symposium at the TAC
Conference in Eugene Oregon in May 2018).

From Ric Gillespie, TIGHAR, May 9, 2018
Hi Lew,
Thanks for sending your presentation and report. I agree with the problems you describe with
the Pensacola sextant and box.
My present take on the Pensacola Ludolph is that it is a red herring. I think the similarity of the
handwritten 3547 to the stenciled 3500 on the Niku box is simply coincidence and, as you point
out, there is no evidence that the Ludolph box ever held a Brandis sextant. Noonan probably
acquired the Ludolph during his long nautical career. The Brandis box on the shelf in the
PanAm clipper navigation room photo was probably also Noonan’s personal property. The
primary navigation instrument aboard the aircraft, the bubble octant beside it on the shelf,
almost certainly belonged to the airline. Noonan did not own a bubble octant, as evidenced by
the necessity of borrowing one from the Navy prior to the first Earhart world flight attempt.
Pan American’s policy was for new pilots to first serve as navigators and radio operators before
graduating to second pilot and eventually captain. While employed by Pan American, Noonan
gave informal instruction in navigation to new hires like Cluthe. Noonan probably loaned his
Ludolph to Cluthe to practice with some time in late 1936. Before Cluthe could return it,
Noonan had left the airline, signed on with Earhart, and subsequently disappeared.
Noonan did, supposedly, intend to open a navigation school but I know of no evidence that he
started buying up sextants for that purpose. The evidence is strong that Noonan used a Brandis
sextant as his “preventer" and that the Niku box was a Brandis box. We don’t need the
Pensacola box. Trying to link it to Brandis is like trying to pound a square peg into a round hole
and only diminishes our credibility.
The hypothesis that the Niku box was a Brandis box is falsifiable if a Brandis box marked
3500/1542 turns up in somebody’s collection or on eBay.
The hypothesis that the Niku box was a Brandis box belonging to Noonan would be greatly
supported if we could find some record that Noonan owned Brandis 3500/1542.
Ric
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***

From: Mike Silvert
Subject: Re: paper/presentation on sextant box research re Amelia Earhart/Fred Noonan
Date: May 9, 2018 at 8:52:07 PM MDT
To: lewtoulmin@aol.com, Andrew McKenna
I read this with interest and would like to share my fuzzy memories about the stenciled
numbers on the outside of the box.
When I saw the slide of the stencil numbers, I had a case of deja vue and tried to remember
where I had seen stenciling like that when I served in the US Navy. I’ll have to do more research
on this and hopefully find a photo(s) but I believe that these sextants may have been used for
training navigation to officers and possibly Quartermasters (Navigation specialty) like
myself. The stenciled numbers were used to keep track of who was in possession of the
particular sextant during training and had no other significant factor regarding the make/model
or repair record. If memory serves me correctly, a similar stencil was on the stock of the rifles
we did parade drills with from the Armory at Great Lakes Naval Training Center, near Chicago.
As I said, my memory is a bit fuzzy but this may shed some light on those stencils and their
relevance or lack thereof.
Mike Silvert
***
On Wednesday, May 9, 2018, 2:42:23 PM EDT, Andrew McKenna wrote:
Lew
Thanks for this. I wish I could have been at the symposium, sigh, next time.
I would agree that your examination of the Pensicola box would argue that it probably did not
hold a Brandis Sextant, and that the hand written numbers are likely something else besides
Maker / Navy numbers, although it is an odd thing that they do fit the pattern to some
degree. Perhaps once again a red herring led us to pursue research that ended up being
productive even if the original idea turned out to be wrong
I don’t recall that TIGHAR ever suggested Noonan wanted or procured a series of sextant that
were in numerical order, but maybe I’m wrong about that. I don’t think that would be likely, or
even possible for Noonan to accomplish through the Navy. Maybe through Brandis, but not the
Navy.
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Also, I think we’ve had the impression that at the end of the war, the Navy gathered up all
these sextants and disposed of them in some kind of fire sale. However, apparently many of
these sextants were issued during WWI to the Merchant Marine fleet and at the end of the war,
the Navy simply abandoned the sextants to those ships. Noonan, being a Merchant Mariner,
may have acquired his nautical sextants through Merchant Marine channels rather than the
Navy. Might be interesting to hunt the #s of the sextants issued to ships he worked on.
I think there is something that you’ve missed about the numbers. I don’t know if this brought
up during the symposium, but I want to point out that Brandis stenciled their numbers on the
inside of the box near the hinge, while the Navy seems to have stamped numbers there as
well. See the photo in your presentation of the Brandis sextant with matching box numbers,
attached here. The Brandis number 3987 is stenciled near the hinge, not on the outside of the
box.
When I think of the stenciled number 3500 from the Nikumaroro Box, I think of this small
number inside the box, not a big number on the outside of the box. The fact that the NIku box
3500 was stenciled (apparently unusual enough to get mentioned), and there was also a second
number, would argue that the Niku box was in fact a Brandis, and probably from the Navy
inventory, as not only does the number sequence fit the pattern, but we know that is how
Brandis and the Navy numbered their boxes. 3500, if it is a Brandis number, would not be seen
on the outside of the box in the Pan Am photo. Evidently the calibration sticker was missing
from the NIku box.
One more thing, I have four Brandis sextants and each one has a different frame style (one is
left handed), and a different size, so one size does not fit all. Two of these Brandis Sextants
have boxes, including the box with 883 stenciled on the outside that you have a photo of in
your presentation. That box is 8” by 7” by 5”, and also has a Brandis number stenciled inside
near the hinge #3657 while holding sextant #3692. This is a smaller sextant than the typical
Navy Survey sextant, and it is unclear that the 883 is a Navy number, but we have presumed
that. Note that none of the boxes with numbers stenciled on the outside have 4 digits while
most of the Navy calibration numbers are 4 digits. I think they may have been numbered for
some reason other than by the Naval Observatory. The sextant in the 883 box does not have a
USN number etched on the arc or anywhere else, does not have a calibration sticker or the
remains of a calibration sticker in the lid of the box, and does not have a number imprinted into
the wood of the box the way other sextants in the Navy inventory do. We should look to see if
any of the boxes with numbers stenciled on the outside have Navy numbers etched on the
sextants, or Naval calibration stickers, or Navy numbers stamped near the hinges.
The two sextants I have with Navy numbers are both larger, and although they have different
frame styles, either will fit snugly in a Brandis box that is 9.75” x 9.75” x 5.5”. That box also has
a Brandis number stenciled, and a Navy number imprinted, near the right hinge that match the
sextant it holds, Brandis # 4297/ Navy #1880.
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I hope this helps our understanding. Would be nice to find the NO calibration records.
Best
Andrew McKenna
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an M.P.A. from the Maxwell School of Syracuse University and a Ph.D. in public administration
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